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Solution

              Reclaimed lumber is wood
taken for re-use. Most reclaimed
lumber comes from timbers and
decking rescued from old barns,
factories and warehouses.
Reclaimed lumber is popular for
many reasons: the wood's unique
appearance, its contribution to
green building,the history of the
wood's origins and the wood's
physical characteristics such as
strength, stability and durability.It is
considered that reclaimed lumber
products are more stable than
newly cut wood because reclaimed
wood has been exposed to changes
in humidity for far longer and
therefore more stable, allowing
them to be used with radiant
heating systems.

             Parador Wooden Cubes
Flooring  is made of 6X6cm wooden
cubes, produced from reclaimed
lumber.

STAGES :     -Reclaimed lumber is cut
into 6X6cm cubes

                   -The cubes are fumed and

http://www.jovoto.com/projects/parador/landing
http://www.jovoto.com/projects/parador/ideas/22592
https://uploads1.jovo.to/idea_attachments/517677/untitled-1_bigger.jpg?1448116960
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How does your idea solve the problem?

-Reclaimed lumber is a wood taken for re-use (lower costs) -Having no complex joining system,
makes it easy to install -No insulation is required( the wood's thickness makes it thermally
efficient)
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Which materials are you using and why?

Reclaimed lumber,because of its unique appearance, its contribution to green building,the
history of the wood's origins and the wood's physical characteristics: strength,stability and
durability.
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What is the benefit of your idea for the target group?

Cubes are easy to assemble(no professional installation required), easy to replace damaged
areas (the cube will have 5 other clean, intact faces once the exterior face is deteriorated)
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Which problem does your idea solve?

The problems of high production, assembling and maintenance costs.Also the insulation
problem.
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Creative's profile

Architempo
Architect and Product Designer

Creative's top 5 skills

Graphic Design, Illustration, Product Design, Packaging Design,
Communication Concept

Collaborators

serbau
architect
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